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Abstract. We introduce Grounded Situation Recognition (GSR), a task
that requires producing structured semantic summaries of images describing: the primary activity, entities engaged in the activity with their
roles (e.g. agent, tool), and bounding-box groundings of entities. GSR
presents important technical challenges: identifying semantic saliency,
categorizing and localizing a large and diverse set of entities, overcoming
semantic sparsity, and disambiguating roles. Moreover, unlike in captioning, GSR is straightforward to evaluate. To study this new task
we create the Situations With Groundings (SWiG) dataset which adds
278,336 bounding-box groundings to the 11,538 entity classes in the imSitu dataset. We propose a Joint Situation Localizer and find that jointly
predicting situations and groundings with end-to-end training handily
outperforms independent training on the entire grounding metric suite
with relative gains between 8% and 32%. Finally, we show initial findings
on three exciting future directions enabled by our models: conditional
querying, visual chaining, and grounded semantic aware image retrieval.
Code and data available at https://prior.allenai.org/projects/gsr.
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Fig. 1. A Two examples from our dataset: semantic frames describe primary activities
and relevant entities. Groundings are bounding-boxes colored to match roles. B Output
of our model (dev set image). C Top-4 nearest neighbors to B using model predictions.
Beyond visual similarity, these images are clearly semantically similar. D Output of the
conditional model: given a bounding-box (yellow-dashed), predicts a relevant frame.
E Example of grounded semantic chaining: given query boxes we are able to chain
situations together. E.g. the teacher teaches students so they may work on a project
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Introduction

Situation Recognition [60] is the task of recognizing the activity happening in an
image, the actors and objects involved in this activity, and the roles they play.
The structured image descriptions produced by situation recognition are drawn
from FrameNet [5], a formal verb lexicon that pairs every verb with a frame of
semantic roles, as shown in Figure 1. These semantic roles describe how objects
in the image participate in the activity described by the verb.
As such, situation recognition generalizes several computer vision tasks such
as image classification, activity recognition, and human object interaction. It
is related to the task of image captioning, which also typically describes the
salient objects and activities in an image using natural language. However, in
contrast to captioning, it has the advantages of always producing a structured
and complete (with regards to semantic roles) output and it does not suffer from
the well known challenges of evaluating natural language captions.
While situation recognition addresses what is happening in an image, who
is playing a part in this and what their roles are, it does not address a critical
aspect of visual understanding: where the involved entities lie in the image. We
address this shortcoming and present Grounded Situation Recognition (GSR),
a task that builds upon situation recognition and requires one to not just identify the situation observed in the image but also visually ground the identified
roles within the corresponding image. GSR presents the following technical challenges. Semantic saliency: in contrast to recognizing all entities in the image, it
requires identifying the key objects and actors in the context of the primary activity being presented. Semantic sparsity: grounded situation recognition suffers
from the problem of semantic sparsity [59], with many combinations of roles and
groundings rarely seen in training. This challenge requires models to learn from
limited data. Ambiguity: grounding roles into images often requires disambiguating between multiple observed entities of the same category. Scale: the scales of
the grounded entities vary vastly with some entities also being absent in the
image (in which case models are responsible for detecting this absence). Halucination: labeling semantic roles and grounding them often requires halucinating
the presence of objects since they may be fully occluded or off screen.
To train and benchmark models on GSR, we present the Situations With
Groundings dataset (SWiG) that builds upon the large imSitu dataset by adding
278,336 bounding-box-based visual groundings to the annotated frames. SWiG
contains groundings for most of the more than 10k entity classes in imSitu and
exhibits a long tail distribution of grounded object classes. In addition to the
aforementioned technical challenges of GSR, the diversity of activities, images,
and grounded classes, makes SWiG particularly challenging for existing approaches.
Training neural networks for grounded situation recognition using the challenging SWiG dataset requires localizing roughly 10k categories; a task that
modern object detection models like RetinaNet [34] struggle to scale to out of
the box. We first propose modifications to RetinaNet that enables us to train
large-class-cardinality object detectors. Using these modifications, we then create
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a strong baseline, the Independent Situation Localizer (ISL), that independently
predicts the situation and groundings and uses late fusion to produce the desired outputs. Our proposed model, the Joint Situation Localizer (JSL), jointly
predicts the situation and grounding conditioned on the context of the image.
During training, JSL backpropagates gradients through the the entire network.
JSL demonstrates the effectiveness of joint structured semantic prediction and
grounding by improving both semantic role prediction and grounding and obtaining huge relative gains of between 8% and 32% points over ISL on the entire
suite of grounding metrics.
Grounded situation recognition opens up several exciting avenues for future
research. First, it enables us to build a Conditional Situation Localizer (CSL);
a model that outputs a grounded situation conditioned on an input image and
a specified region of interest within the image. CSL allows us to query what is
happening in an image in regards to a specified query object or region. This is
particularly revealing when entities are involved in multiple situations within an
image or when an image consists of a large number of visible entities. Second,
we show that such pointed conditioning models enable us to tackle higher order
semantic relations amongst activities in images via visual chaining. Third, we
show that grounded situation recognition models can serve as effective image
retrieval mechanisms that can condition on linguistic as well as visual inputs
and are able to retrieve images with the desired semantics.
In summary our contributions include: (i) proposing Grounded Situation
Recognition, a task to identify the observed salient situation and ground the
corresponding roles within the image, (ii) presenting the SWiG dataset towards
building and benchmarking models for this task, (iii) showing that joint structured semantic prediction and grounding models improve both semantic role
prediction and grounding by large margins, but also noting that there is still
considerable ground for future improvements; (iv) revealing several exciting avenues for future research that exploit grounded situation recognition data to
build models for semantic querying, visual chaining, and image retrieval. Our
new dataset, code, and trained model weights will be publicly released.

2

Related Work

Grounded Situation Recognition is related to several areas of research at the
intersection of vision and language and we now present a review of these below.
Describing Activities in Images. While recognizing actions in videos has
been a major focus area [50,25,21,48,47], describing activities from images has
also received a lot of attention (see Gella et al. [15] for a more detailed overview).
Early works [23,19,10,57,58,29,13] framed this as a classification problem
amongst a few verbs (running/walking/etc.) or few verb-object tuples (riding
bike/riding horse/etc.). More recent work has focused on human object interactions [8,30,61,45] with more classes; but the classes are either arbitrarily chosen
or obtained by starting with a set of images and then labeling them with actions.
Also, the relationships include Subject-Verb-Object triples or subsets thereof. In
contrast, the imSitu dataset for situation recognition uses linguistic resources
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to define a large and more comprehensive space of possible situations, ensuring
a fairly balanced datasets despite the large number of verbs (roughly 500) and
modeling a detailed set of semantic roles per verb obtained from FrameNet [5].
Image captioning is another popular setup to describe the salient actions
taking place in an image with several datasets [9,46,1] and many recent neural
models that perform well [53,3,24]. One serious drawback to image captioning is
the well known challenge of evaluation which has led to a number of proposed
metrics [6,52,2,32,38]; but these problems continue to persist. Situation recognition does not face this issue and has clearly established metrics for evaluation
owing to its structured frame output.
Other relevant works include visual sense disambiguation [16], visual semantic role labelling [20], and scene graph generation [28] with the latter two described in more detail below.
Visual Grounding. In contrast to associating full images with actions or
captions, past works have also associated regions to parts of captions. This includes visual grounding i.e. associating words in a caption to regions in an image
and referring expression generation i.e. producing a caption to unambiguously
describe a region of interest; and there are several interesting datasets here.
Flickr30k-Entities [40] is a large dataset for grounded captioning. v-COCO [20]
is more focused on semantic role labeling for human interactions with human
groundings, action labels and relevant object groundings. Compared to SWiG,
the verbs (26 vs 504) and semantic roles per verb (up to 2 vs up to 6) are fewer.
HICO-Det [7] has 117 actions, but they only involve 80 objects, compared to
nearly 10,000 objects in SWiG. In addition to these human centric datasets,
SWiG also contains actions by animals and objects.
Large referring expression datasets include RefClef [26], RefCOCO [37] and
RefCOCO+ collected using a two person game, RefCOCOg collected by standard
crowdsourcing and GuessWhat?! [54] that combines dialog and visual grounding.
An all encompassing vision and language dataset is Visual Genome (VG) [28]
containing scene graphs: dense structured representations for images with objects, attributes, relations, groundings and QA. VG differs from SWiG in a few
ways. Scene graphs are dense while situations capture salient activities. Also, relations in scene graphs are binary and tend to favor part and positional relations
(the top 10 relations in VG are of this nature and cover 66% of the total) while
SWiG contains more roles per verb, has 504 verbs drawn from language and has
a good coverage of data per verb. Finally, dense annotations are notoriously hard
to obtain; and it is well known that VG suffers from missing relations, rendering
evaluation tricky.
Situation Recognition Models. Yatskar et al. [60] present a conditional
random field model fed by CNN features and extend it with semantic sparsity
augmentation [59]. Mallya et al. [36] improve the accuracy by using a specialized
verb predictor and an RNN for noun prediction. Li et al. [31] use Graph Neural
Nets to capture joint dependencies between roles. Most recently, Suhail et al. [51]
achieved state of the art accuracy using attention graph neural nets. Our proposed grounded models build upon the RNN based approach of [36] owing to its
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simplicity and high accuracy; but our methods to combine situation recognition
models with detectors can be applied to any of the aforementioned approaches.
Large-Class-Cardinality Object Detection. While most popular object
detectors are built and evaluated on datasets [35,14] with few classes, some past
works have addressed the problem of building detectors for thousands of classes.
This includes YOLO-9000 [43], DLM-FA [56], R-FCN-3000 [49], and CS-R-FCN
[18]. Our modifications to RetinaNet borrow some ideas from these works.

3

GSR and SWiG
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Fig. 2. Grounded situations from the SWiG dataset. This figure showcases the
variability of images, situations and groundings across the dataset. Some challenges
seen in this figure are absent roles (first image), animals as agents (second image)
contrasting datasets that only focus on human interactions, ambiguity resolution (two
female children in the third image), matching groundings for two roles (sofa in the
third image) and partial occlusion (person only partially visible in the fourth image)

Task. Grounded Situation Recognition (GSR) builds upon situation recognition and requires one to identify the salient activity, the entities involved, the
semantic roles they play and the locations of each entity in the image. The
frame representation is drawn from the linguistic resource FrameNet and the visual groundings are akin to bounding boxes produced by object detectors. More
formally, given an input image, the goal is to produce three outputs. (a) Verb:
classifying the salient activity into one of 504 visually groundable verbs (one
in which it is possible to view the action, for example, ‘talking’ is visible, but
‘thinking’ is not). (b) Frame: consists of 1 to 6 semantic role values i.e. nouns
associated with the verb (each verb has its own pre-defined set of roles). For e.g.,
Fig. 2 shows that ‘kneading’ consists of 3 roles: ‘Agent’, ‘Item’, and ‘Place’. Every image labeled with the verb ‘kneading’ will have the same roles but may have
different nouns filled in at each role based on the contents of the image. A role
value can also be ∅ indicating that a role does not exist in an image (Fig. 2c).
(c) Groundings: each grounding is described with coordinates [x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 ] if
the noun in grounded in the image. It is possible for a noun to be labeled in the
frame but not grounded, for example in cases of occlusion.
Data. SWiG builds on top of imSitu [60]. SWiG retains the original images,
frame annotations and splits from imSitu with a total of 126,102 images spanning
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504 verbs. For each image, there are three frames by three different annotators,
with a length between 1 and 6 roles and an average frame length of 3.55.
Bounding-box annotations were obtained using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk
framework with each role annotated by three workers and the resulting boxes
combined by averaging their extents. In total, SWiG contains 451,916 noun slots
across all images. Of these 435,566 are non-∅. Of these 278,336 (63.9%) have
bounding boxes. The missing bounding boxes correspond to objects that are
not visible or to ‘Place’ which is never annotated with a bounding box as the
location of an action is always the entire image.
SWiG exhibits a huge variability in the number of groundings per noun (see
Fig. 3a). For instance ‘man’ appears over 100k times while others occur only
once. Unlike other detection datasets such as MS-COCO [9], SWiG contains a
long-tail distribution of grounded objects similar to the real world.

Total Noun Groundings
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airplane

man

sky

boat

face

Percent Role Groundings

B

C

Fig. 3. Dataset visualizations. (A) Number of groundings per noun. Note the log
scale and the fact that this only shows a small sample. (B) Frequency with which
different roles are grounded in the image. (C) Distribution of grounding scale (y-axis)
and aspect ratio (x-axis) conditioned on some nouns

Fig. 3b shows the frequency with which different roles are grounded in the
image. Note that, like nouns, roles also have an uneven distribution. Almost all
situations are centered around an ‘Agent’ but very few situations use a ‘Firearm’.
This plot shows how often each role is grounded invariant to its absolute frequency. Some roles are much more frequently salient, demonstrating the linguistic frame’s ability to capture both concrete and abstract concepts related to
situations. Objects filling roles like ‘Firearm’/‘Teacher’ are visible nearly every
time they are relevant to a situation. However, the noun taking on the role of the
‘Event’ cannot usually be described by a particular object in the image. Only
one role (‘Place’) is never grounded in the image.
Fig. 3c shows the distribution of grounding scale and aspect ratio for a sample
of nouns. Many nouns exhibit high variability across the dataset (1st column),
but some nouns have strong priors that may be used by models (2nd column).
Fig. 4 shows the variability of appearance of groundings across verbs. Fig. 4a
indicates the scale and aspect ratio of every occurrence of the noun ‘Rope’ for
verbs where this noun occurs at least 60 times. Each point is an instance and
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the color represents the verb label for the image where that instance appears. A
large scale indicates that at least one side of the bounding box is large in relation
to the image. A large aspect ratio indicates that the height of the bounding box
is much greater than the width. This plot shows that the verb associated with
an image gives a strong prior towards the physical attributes of an object. In
this case, knowing that a rope appears in a situation with the verb ‘drag’ or
‘pull’, indicates that it is likely to have a horizontal alignment. If the situation
is ‘hoisting’ or ‘climbing’ then the rope is likely to have a vertical alignment.
Fig. 4b shows the scale and aspect ratio of the role ‘Agent’, invariant to
the noun, for a variety of verbs. The clustering of colors in the plot indicates
that the verb gives a strong prior to the size and aspect ratio of the ‘Agent’.
However, this also demonstrates the non-triviality of the task. This is especially
evident in the images depicting the agent for ‘Mowing’ compared to ‘Harvesting’.
While knowing the verb gives a strong indication as to the appearance of the
‘Agent’, it is not trivial to distinguish between the two verbs given just the
agent. The correlation between object appearance and actions demonstrates the
importance of combining situation understanding with groundings, but we must
still maintain the entire context to complete the task.

Bounding Box Scale

agent.Swimming

agent.Sleeping

agent.Vacuuming
agent.Mowing

tool.Rope

agent.Sweeping
item.Rope

agent.Harvesting

Bounding Box Aspect Ratio
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B

Fig. 4. Scale and aspect ratio distributions across nouns and roles. (A) Every
occurrence of the noun ‘Rope’ for verbs - showing that verb gives a strong prior towards
the physical attributes of an object. (B) The role ‘Agent’, invariant to the noun - shows
priors but also the challenges of the task

4

Methods

Grounded situation recognition involves recognizing the salient situation and
grounding the associated role values via bounding boxes; indicating that a model
for this task must perform the roles of situation recognition and object detection.
We present a novel method Joint Situation Localization (JSL) with a strong
baseline, the Independent Situation Localization (ISL).
Situation Recognition Model. The proposed ISL and JSL models represent techniques to combine situation recognition and detection models and can
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Fig. 5. Model schematics for the proposed ISL and JSL models

be applied to all past situation recognition models. In this work, we select the
RNN without fusion from [36] since: (i) it achieves a high accuracy while having a
simple architecture (Table 1). (ii) We were able to upgrade it with a reimplementation, new backbone, label smoothing, and hyper-parameter tuning resulting in
huge gains (Table 1) over the reported numbers, beating graph nets [31] and
much closer to attention graph nets [51] (the current state-of-the-art on imSitu). (iii) Code and models for attention graph nets are not released, rendering
reproducibility challenging, especially given the complexity of the method.
As in the top of Fig. 5, ResNet-50 embeddings are used for verb prediction
and then an LSTM [22] sequentially predicts the noun for each role in the frame.
The order of the roles is dictated by the dataset. The loss is a sum of cross entropy
with label smoothing on the predicted nouns, and cross entropy on the verb.
Large-Class-Cardinality Object Detection. We use a modified version of
RetinaNet [34] as our baseline detector within the proposed models. RetinaNet is
a single stage detector with a Feature Pyramidal Network (FPN) [33] for multiscale features, multiple anchors to account for varied aspect ratios and two heads:
a classification head that assigns each anchor to a class and a regression head
that modifies the anchor to better localize any object in that location. RetinaNet
does not scale well to the 10k classes in SWiG out of the box.
We make 3 modifications to RetinaNet to scale it to 10,000 classes, as seen in
the middle of Fig. 5. (i) Objectness: instead of each anchor predicting a score
for each class, each anchor now predicts an “objectness score”. Non-Maximum
Suppression (NMS) is performed on the boxes, the top 100 are chosen and featurized using RoI Align [44]. These local features combined with global ResNet
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features are classified into the ∼10,000 noun categories. The resulting memory
savings are
In RetinaNet, the classification branch output tensor has diPhuge.
n
mensions i=1 (Wi × Hi × A × K) where Wi , Hi indicate the spatial dimensional
of the features for the ith output of the FPN, A indicates the number of anchor
boxes, and K indicates the number of classes. This does not fit on a single TITAN RTX GPU for K = 10, 000 for any reasonable
batch size. In contrast, our
Pn
modification reduces the tensor dimension to i=1 (Wi × Hi × A × P ) where P is
the number of image regions we consider and is set to 100. With these modifications we are able to train with a batch size of 64 on 4 TITAN RTX GPUs with
24GB of memory. (ii) Drop fine scale: we exclude the finest grain of features
from FPN since anchors at this scale do not overlap with a significant portion
of our data leading to computation savings. (iii) Anchor selection: anchor box
aspect ratios are assigned using aspect ratio clustering on our training data, as in
[43]. As in [34], we use a focal loss for classification and an L1 loss for regression,
with a binary cross entropy loss for noun prediction.
Independent Situation Localizer (ISL). The ISL independently runs the
situation recognizer and detector and combines their results. The RNN model
produces a prediction for each noun in the frame. The detector obtains a distribution over all possible object categories for each of the top 100 bounding boxes.
Then for each noun in the frame, we assign the grounding with the highest score
for that noun. This allows an object that is assigned to one class by the detector
to eventually get assigned to another class as long as the score for the latter
class is high enough. If all of the box scores for a noun are below a threshold or
the role is ‘Place’, it is considered ungrounded.
Joint Situation Localizer (JSL). We propose JSL as a method to simultaneously classify a situation and locate objects in that situation. This allows for
a role’s noun and grounding to be conditioned on the nouns and groundings of
previous roles and the verb. It also allows features to be shared potential patterns between nouns and positions (like in Fig. 4) to be exploited. We refer the
reader to the supplementary material and our code for model details, but point
out key differences between JSL and ISL here.
JSL (shown in the bottom of Fig. 5) uses similar backbones as ISL but
with key differences: (i) rather than predicting localization for every object in
the image at the same time (as is done in object detection), JSL predicts the
location of the objects recurrently (as is done for predicting nouns in situation
recognition). (ii) In contrast to the RNN model in ISL, the LSTM accepts as
input the verb embedding, global ResNet features of the image, embedding of
the noun predicted at the previous time step and local ResNet features of the
bounding box predicted at the previous time step. (iii) In contrast to the detector
in ISL, the localization is now conditioned on the situation and current role
being predicted. In ISL, FPN features feed directly into the classification and
regression branches, but in JSL the FPN features are combined with the LSTM
hidden state and then fed in. (iv) The JSL also uses the classification branch to
produce an explicit score indicating the likelihood that an object is grounded.
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(v) Only one noun needs to be localized at each time step, which means that only
anchor boxes relevant to that one grounding will be marked as positive during
training, given that the noun is visible and grounded in the training data.
The loss includes focal loss and L1 loss from the detector and cross entropy loss for the grounding and verb. Additionally, we use cross entropy with
label smoothing for the noun loss, and sum this over all three annotator predictions. This results in the following total loss: L = L1 (reg) + F L0.25,2 (class) +
P3
CE(verb) + CE(ground) + i=1 CE0.2 (nouni )
Similar to previous works [36,51], we found that using a separate ResNet
backbone to predict the verb achieved a boost in accuracy. However, the JSL architecture with this additional ResNet backbone still maintains the same number
of parameters and ResNet backbones as the ISL model.

5

Experiments

Implementation Details. ISL and JSL use two ResNet-50 backbones and
maintain an equal number of parameters (∼108 million). We train our models
via gradient descent using the Adam Optimizer [27] with momentum parameters
of β = (0.9, 0.999). We use 4 24GB TITAN RTX GPUs for approximately 20
hours. For comprehensive training and model details, including learning rate
schedules, batch sizes, and layer sizes, please see our supplementary material.
Metrics. We report five metrics, three standard ones from prior situation recognition work: (i) verb to measure verb prediction accuracy, (ii) value to measure
accuracy when predicting a noun for a given role, (iii) value-all to measure
the accuracy in correctly predicting all nouns in a frame simultaneously; and
introduce two new grounding metrics: (iv) grounded-value to measure accuracy in predicting the correct noun and grounding for a given role. A grounding
is considered correct if it has an IoU of at least 0.5 with the ground truth. (v)
grounded-value-all to measures how frequently both the noun and the groundings are predicted correctly for the entire frame. Note that if a noun does not
have a grounding, the model must also predict this correctly. All these metrics
are calculated for each verb and then averaged across verbs so as to not unfairly
bias this metric toward verbs with more annotations or longer semantic frames.
Since these metrics are highly dependent on verb accuracy, they have the
potential to obfuscate model differences with regards to noun prediction and
grounding. Hence we report them in 3 settings: Ground-Truth-Verb: the
ground truth verb is assumed to be known. Top-1-Verb: verb reports the accuracy of the top 1 predicted verb and all noun and groundings are considered
incorrect if the verb is incorrect. Top-5-Verb: verb corresponds to the top-5
accuracy of verb prediction. Noun and grounding predicitons are taken from the
model conditioning on the correct verb having been predicted.
Results. The top section of Table 1 shows past imSitu models for the dev
set while the lower section illustrates the efficacy of jointly training a model
for grounding and situation recognition. The yellow rows indicate the base RNN
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Table 1. Evaluation of models on the SWiG dev set. * indicates our implementation.
Yellow rows indicate the base RNN model architecture with numbers from the paper.
Green shows the upgraded version of this RNN model used in our proposed models
Method
CRF [60]
CRF+Aug [59]
RNN w/o Fusion[36]
RNN w/ Fusion[36]
GraphNet [31]
Kernel GraphNet[51]

verb
32.25
34.20
35.35
36.11
36.93
43.21

RNN w/o Fusion [36] 35.35
Updated RNN*
38.83
ISL*
38.83
JSL*
39.60

top-1 predicted verb
top-5 predicted verbs
grnd
grnd
grnd
grnd
value value-all value value-all verb value value-all value value-all
Prior Models for Situation Recognition
24.56 14.28
58.64 42.68 22.75
25.39 15.61
62.21 46.72 25.66
26.80 15.77
61.42 44.84 24.31
27.74 16.60
63.11 47.09 26.48
27.52 19.15
61.80 45.23 29.98
35.18 19.46
68.55 56.32 30.56
RNN based models
26.80 15.77
61.42 44.84 24.31
30.47 18.23
65.74 50.29 28.59
30.47 18.23 22.47 7.64 65.74 50.29 28.59 36.90 11.66
31.18 18.85 25.03 10.16 67.71 52.06 29.73 41.25 15.07

ground truth verbs
grnd
grnd
value value-all value value-all
65.90 29.50
70.80 34.82
68.44 32.98
70.48 35.56
68.89 41.07
73.14 41.48

-

-

68.44 32.98
72.77 37.49
72.77 37.49 52.92 15.00
73.53 38.32 57.50 19.29

Table 2. Evaluation of models on the SWiG test set. * indicates our implementation
Method
Updated RNN*
ISL*
JSL*

top-1 predicted verb
top-5 predicted verbs
ground truth verbs
grnd
grnd
grnd
grnd
grnd
grnd
value value-all value value-all verb value value-all value value-all value value-all value value-all
RNN based models
39.36 30.09
18.62
65.51 50.16
28.47
72.42
37.10
39.36 30.09
18.62
22.73
7.72
65.51 50.16
28.47
36.60
11.56
72.42
37.10
52.19
14.58
39.94 31.44 18.87 24.86
9.66
67.60 51.88 29.39 40.60 14.72 73.21 37.82 56.57 18.45
verb

model used in this work and the green row shows the large upgrades to this model
across all metrics. ISL achieves reasonable results, especially for ground truth
verbs. However, JSL improves over ISL across every metric while using an equal
number of parameters. This includes substantial improvements on all grounding
metrics (ranging from relative improvements of 8.6% for Ground-Truth-Verb–
ground-value to 32.9% for Top-1-Verb–grounded-value-all ).
The ability to improve across both the grounding and non-grounding scores
demonstrate the value in combining grounding with the task of situation recognition. Not only can the context of the situation improve the models ability to
locate objects, but locating these objects improves the models ability to understand them. This is further emphasized by the models ability to predict the
correct noun under the GroundTruthVerb setting.
Importantly, in spite of using the simpler RNN based backbone for situation
recognition, JSL achieves state of the art numbers on the GroundTruthVerbValue metric, beating the more complex Kernel GraphNet model demonstrating
the benefits of joint prediction. This indicates that further improvements may be
obtained by incorporating better backbones. Additionally, it is interesting to note
that the model achieves this high value even though it does not achieve state
of the art in value-all. This indicates another potential benefit of the model.
While more total frames contain a mistake, JSL is still able to recover some
partial information and recognize more total objects. One explanation is that
grounding may contribute to the ability to have a partial understanding of more
complicated images where other models fail completely. Finally, test set metrics
are shown in Table 2 and qualitative results in Fig 9.
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Discussion

Grounded situation recognition and SWiG open up several exciting directions
for future research. We present initial findings for some of these explorations.
Retrieval 3

Retrieval 4

Retrieval 5

+ All contain water
- Semantics do not match

+ All contain water
- Semantics do not match

+ All contain ocean
+ Most semantics match
- Diﬀerent perspective

Grounded
Situation
Recognition

ResNet
Features

Retrieval 2

Object
Detection

Retrieval 1

Situation
Recognition

Query Image

+ All contain ocean
+ Semantics match
+ Similar perspective

Fig. 6. Qualitative results for semantic image retrieval. For the query figure of
a surfer in action, ResNet and Object Detection based methods struggle to match the
fine semantics. Grounded situation based retrieval leads to the correct semantics with
matching viewpoints

Grounded Semantic aware Image Retrieval. Over the past few years, large
improvements have been obtained in content based image retrieval (CBIR) by
employing visual representations from CNNs [4,41,42,17,55]. CNN features work
well particularly when evaluated on datasets requiring instance retrieval [39] or
category retrieval [11], but unsurprisingly do not do well when the intent of
the query is finding a matching situation. We perform a small study for image retrieval using the dev set in SWiG. We partition this set into a query set
and a retrieval set and perform retrieval using four representations: (i) ResNet-50
embeddings, (ii) bag of objects obtained from our modified RetinaNet object detector, (iii) situations obtained from our baseline RNN model, and (iv) grounded
situations obtained from JSL. Details regarding the setup and distance functions
for each are presented in the supplementary material.
Fig. 6 shows a qualitative result. Resnet-50 retrieves images that look similar
(all have water) but have the wrong situations. The same goes for object detection. Situation based retrieval gets the semantics correct (most of the retrieved
images contain surfing). Grounded situations provide the additional detail of not
just similar semantics but also similar arrangement of objects, since the locations
of the entities are also taken into account. Furthermore, the proposed method
also produces explainable outputs via the grounded situations in the retrieved
images; arguably more useful than CBIR explanations via heatmaps [12]. This
approach can also be extended to structured queries (obtained from text) and a
mix of text and image based queries.
Conditional Grounded Situation Recognition. JSL accepts the entire
image as an input and produces groundings for the salient situation. But images
may contain entities in multiple situations (a person sitting and discussing and
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Ø
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Baby

House
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Recording Studio

People

Inside

A1

A2

B2

B1

Fig. 7. Qualitative results using the Conditional Situation Localizer. A1 &
A2: The woman is taking part in multiple situations with different entities in the scene.
These situations are invoked via different queries. B1 & B2: Querying the person with
a guitar vs querying the group of people also reveals their corresponding situations

drinking coffee) or multiple entities. Conditioning on a localized object or region
can enable us to query an image regarding the entity of interest. Note that a
query entity may be an actor (what is this person doing? ) or an object (What
situation is this object involved in? ) or a location (What is happening at this
specific location? ) in the scene. A small modification to JSL results in a Conditional Situation Localizer (CSL) model (details in supplement), which enables
this exploration. Fig. 7a shows that a query box around the cellphone invokes
calling while the baby invokes feeding. Fig. 7b shows that a query box may have
1 or more entities within it.
Query
Same Person

Query

Query

Same Object
Helping

Barbecuing

Dining

Agent

Entity Helped

Tool

Place

Agent

Food

Place

Agent

Food

Place

Man

Son

Hand

Outdoor

Man

Meat

Backyard

People

Hamburger

Outside

Fig. 8. Grounded semantic chaining. When a person looks at this image, they
may infer several things. A father is teaching his son to use the grill. They are barbecuing some meat with the intent of feeding friends and family who are sitting at a
nearby table. Using the conditional localizer followed by spatial and semantic chaining
produces situations and relationships-between-situations. These are shown via colored
boxes, text and arrows. Conditional inputs are shown with dashed yellow boxes. Notice
the similarity between the higher level semantics output by this chaining model and
the inferences about the image that you may draw

Grounded Semantic Chaining. Pointed conditional models such as CSL,
when invoked on a set of bounding boxes (obtained via object detection), enable
us to chain together situations across multiple parts of image. While a situation
addresses local semantics, chaining of situations enables us to address higher
order semantics across an entire image. Visual chaining can be obtained using

Localization Errors

Classification Errors

Well Classified and Localized
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Fig. 9. Qualitative results for the proposed JSL model. First two rows show examples with correctly classified situations and detected groundings; and demonstrates
the diversity of situations in the data. Third row shows classification errors. Note that
some of them are perfectly plausible answers. Fourth row shows incorrect groundings;
some of which are only partially wrong but get counted as errors nonetheless

spatial and semantic proximity between groundings in different situations. While
scene graphs are a formalism towards this, they only enable binary relations between entities; and this data in Visual Genome [28] has a large focus on part
and spatial relations. Since SWiG contains a diverse set of verbs with comprehensive semantic roles, visual chains obtained by CSL tend to be very revealing
and are an interesting direction to pursue in future work. Fig. 8 shows an interesting example of querying multiple persons and then chaining the results using
groundings, revealing: a man is helping his son while barbecuing meat and the
people are dining on the hamburger that is being grilled by the man.
Conclusion We introduce Grounded Situation Recognition (GSR) and the
SWiG dataset. Our experiments reveal that simultaneously predicting the semantic frame and groundings results in huge gains over independent prediction.
We also show exciting directions for future research.
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